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What is 
Stargaze?

Cosmoverse 2021: "Most decentralised chain"





Traffic



Users expect web3 products 
with web2 performance

Indexers are mandatory
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Indexer

Frontend

Blockchain launch
Smart Contracts

Infrastructure

A lot of blockchain launches are all and only about smart contracts, 
but that's a tiny 10% of the whole shebang. The remaining 90% 
comes from the frontend, the backend, and the infrastructure.


The significance of these components is often overlooked, yet 
they're crucial for developing a high-quality product. It requires 

approximately two years to reach the level of Stargaze, accounting 
for all these elements.



Very slow IPFS
Very slow RPC



@shan3v

What is Constellations?

All CosmWasm contracts deployed on Stargaze 
automatically get indexed by Constellations. As a developer 
you get a free real-time API, enabling development of sites 
as fast as stargaze.zone and pixelwizards.art.



Constellations indexer [...] singlehandedly 
sped up development [...] threefold. 
@josefleventon

Thank you @fabienpenso for 
Constellations♥ @IBCMuffins

... and many using the public API

https://twitter.com/josefleventon_/status/1661153691888664576
https://twitter.com/IBCMuffins/status/1668509142372298753


Stargaze: Benefits from no indexer to indexer?

• Front-end fetch lots of data directly from the chain


• Some pages took > 30sec. Our launchpad failed when too much content was 
loaded. Not sustainable.

No Indexer

With Indexer

Page loaded < 500ms



How to build 
an indexer?



Make it work 
Make it robust 

Make it fast



Rust
✓Memory safety (multi-thread)


✓Most loved language 8 years  
in a row (Stack Overflow)


✓Performance


✓Functional programming

But not enough, lots of time 
spent tweaking performance, 
and making things faster, or 
adding caching layers



1. Make it work





Parsing locally saved blocks



Add a GraphQL API
And a BI tool (Metabase)



2. Make it robust



You're dealing with on-chain and off-chain data, you 
can't trust any of it. Bogus utf8, changing smart 

contracts events. Must build for errors and resilience.















How robust?





7M requests, 198 5xx errors



3. Make it fast



• Async: Heavy use of Tokio and spawned tasks with semaphore


• Caching: IPFS caching, blockchain caching, remote file caching, fixtures for 
tests


• Has to keep improving, as dataset grows over time


• The following trick improved some code from 90 minutes to less than 3 
minutes







Instrumentation





How fast?



At indexing time



Sentry dashboard

An excellent score falls in 1.00-0.94, a good score 
ranks from 0.93-0.85, a fair score hits 0.84-0.70 and a 
poor one between 0.69 and 0.49. Any lower number is 
unacceptable.


Source: TechTarget

The p75 threshold is the value at which 25% of 
transaction durations are greater than the threshold



Public GraphQL API





Metabase

@cosmic_calvin





Deployment

> Ansible based
> 2 base-metal servers (Hetzner + Interserver) for redundancy
> Cloudflare load balancer
> Drone CI + our own runners (Github CI was too slow)



ansible-playbook -e @secrets.enc \ 
--vault-password-file password_file \ 
-i production copy_db_and_deploy.yml

1. Dump local databases (async)
2. Copy them over to production servers (async)
3. Create DB + inject data
4. Update metabase DBs
5. Deploy code

ansible-playbook -e @secrets.enc \ 
--vault-password-file password_file \ 
-i production deploy.yml

1. detect new nginx ports
2. git checkout
3. cargo build
4. set ENV variables
		5. run DB migration
6. rotate logs
7. wait for new ports to be up + indexed
8. reload nginx config with new proxy ports







What's next?
•Add parsing verification based on previous successful run


•Index messages


•Index state changes instead of events? R&D


•Support IBC transfers


•Index more non cosmwasm events


•Index other blockchains?




